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2.0

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
The boom of digital, mobile, social and on-demand
media combined with web banner ad blocking tools and
a decrease in much print media has seen interruptive
advertising become less and less effective.
Resultantly, rather than paying a third party to interrupt
their target market’s content consumption journey,
brands are increasingly becoming that journey
The provision of quality, relevant, well-researched content
will see your brand become a go-to source of information
within your target market’s information sphere, driving
leads, sales, revenue and profit.
Content marketing is about establishing your brand as
a thought-leader, about being an authoritative source
of information and building trust and integrity with your
industry.
What content marketing is NOT is directly pushing
products, services or sales, however that is an inevitable
by-product when it is done well.
And if you pair your content marketing with well-mapped
buyer journeys and lead nurturing programs driven
by marketing automation software then you have an
incredibly powerful program that will leave most of your
competition for dust!
Other benefits of well-executed content marketing
include increased brand awareness and esteem,
stakeholder collaborations, content aggregation, PR,
sponsorship contras and other partnerships.
To ensure relevant content production, a content
marketing and automation strategy should be created
to determine goals and the path to success. Audience
analysis and market research will help establish buyer
personas and their informational desires to refine targeted
content delivery for better return on investment (ROI).

Ever-increasing digital and social content consumption
means these must be a core focus of any content
marketing strategy. However print is still deemed a
relevant medium in some markets, with the linear
consumption potentially offering greater dwell time than
digital. However print’s publishing and distribution costs
present significant barriers.
Where printed content is produced, online magazines in
native (downloadable) or web-based (HTML) apps are an
obvious addition – however these can present SEO and
content discovery issues in search engines. Furthermore,
producing media rich content can become expensive as
you design for multiple operating systems, platforms and
screen sizes.

This is the core premise of content
marketing: deliver your target market
with the insight, information and
entertainment that you once paid
to interrupt.
Video is a core recommendation with strong
engagement rates across all platforms, especially
social media, which along with e-newsletters (EDMs)
are essential for driving content assets, engaging with
audiences and building communities. Forums further
enable the creation of online communities and a two-way
narrative with your market.
Legal considerations should include, but are not limited
to, defamation and injurious falsehood, although are
unlikely if managed correctly with the appropriate
disclaimers in place. Third party advertising can offset
some or potentially all production costs but may dilute
the power of your offering.
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3.0

CREATING A CONTENT
MARKETING STRATEGY
A content marketing strategy is your roadmap to
success and will lead to better content marketing.
The information within this entire white paper should
feed into your content marketing strategy development.
Many brands engage in content marketing without truly
understanding the who, what, when, where, why, how
and as such, may either feel their content marketing is
under-performing, or not have a good understanding of
its performance.

Goals establishment, conversion identification and
audience analysis are critical components of a content
strategy. You should also consider the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WHO is your audience?
WHAT content do they desire?
WHEN do they desire it?
 HERE do they want to
W
consume it? On what
platforms?
 HY is your brand engaging in
W
content marketing?
 OW will you measure
H
success?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why are we doing this?
What is my budget?
What does success look like?
How will we measure that success?
What is my 3-month, 12-month, 2-year and
4-year vision?
What are the risks involved?
Determine challenges or obstacles that can be
expected.
Who and where is my audience?
What is my content style guide?
Establish content voice, tone and messaging guidelines.
How will we repurpose owned content?
What is our content curation strategy?
What paid and non-paid seeding channels will we use?
Who can we collaborate with to achieve success?
How will we implement and manage user generated
content (UGC) and competitions?
Do I need a specific social media strategy?
What are the legal considerations?
Who is my competition and how are they meeting or
falling short of their audience’s needs?
Will I monetise content through advertising? If so who
are my competitors?
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SMART GO
ALS
✔ Specific
✔ Measura
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✔ Attainab
le ✔ Realis
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✔ Time bou
nd

3.1 E
 STABLISHING CONTENT
MARKETING GOALS
Setting strong goals for your content marketing will help
you establish KPIs and metrics as well as crystallise
content marketing performance management and ROI
measurement. What do you want to achieve?
What does success look like? What is the 3-month,
12-month, 2-year and 4-year vision?

Some common

goals are:

s
✔✔ Drive sale
und enquiries
✔✔ Grow inbo
ta
✔✔ Capture da
d growth
hip retention an
✔✔ Members
munities
✔✔ Build com
/ forums)
(social media
t
anding, marke
✔✔ General br
ship
thought leader
presence and
presence and
✔✔ Build web
O
traffic with SE

Quantifiable goals, targets, KPIs and metrics should
be established as part of your content marketing
strategy and must be regularly tracked and measured
to determine content effectiveness.
Goals are the foundations for your roadmap to content
marketing success.
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3.2 AUDIENCE ANALYSIS
Audience analysis and market research of both your
existing audience or database and your greater target
market will assist in you developing and refining your
content strategy, enabling content segmentation
(see 4.9) and ensuring information that resonates is
published onto relevant platforms and mediums where
it will be consumed and shared.
Ongoing analysis and measuring changes in beliefs,
values and content consumption trends over time will
also assist in quantifying ROI and other marketing efforts.

Some questions to consider:
✔✔
✔✔
✔✔
✔✔

Age / Sex / Location
Political persuasion
Brand or service provider preferences
Propensity or inclination to change brand/
service provider
✔✔ Event attendance
✔✔ Interests & leisure time (list relevant options
for respondent to choose)
✔✔ Media habits
• What is the appeal of?
Present a variety of themes and
content ideas.
-- Research pieces
-- Independent reviews
-- Advice, tips and insight.
-- Entertainment

•

Digital media consumption habits
-- Digital magazines consumed in your
industry (Paid vs Free and acquisition
method)

✔✔ Social media account membership and/or access
frequency (Facebook / LinkedIn / Instagram /
Twitter / Vine / Pinterest / Youtube etc)
✔✔ Mobile/Tablet ownership, use frequency and
platform (Apple / Android / Windows)
✔✔ Online shopping habits (propensity to shop and
research – where / on what / how long etc)
• Print magazines consumed in your industry
(Paid vs Free and acquisition method)
Further Considerations:
✔✔ Stated behaviour and actual behaviour often differ.
✔✔ Depending on the scope and your commercial
offering you could make research analysis
available to suppliers and others in your industry
to assist them with joint marketing efforts.
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3.3 ANALYTICS, METRICS AND ROI
Tracking and measuring content performance - both
organic and amplified - is critical to better understanding
content and platform effectiveness, as well as your
target market’s informational desires.
Every action should be measured and tracked over time
and split testing used to determine the most effective
content and headlines.
You should be measuring:
Clicks / Open Rates / Shares / Likes / Comments etc
UTM Tagging
By using UTM url tags on links you can gain far
deeper insights from your Google Analytics into
the performance of specific campaigns, content,
platforms and call to actions which will tell you the
source (eg Facebook), the medium (eg social / email)
and the campaign (eg 2018 Content Marketing White
Paper, and even which call to action within a specific
piece drove the action (eg button / header image).
UTM url tagging will also enable tracking of dark
social - where people share links across email, or
private messages - to further determine which
platforms, channels or campaigns are working best.

and how those metrics generate:
Data Collection / Leads / Enquiries / Sales / Revenue /
Conversions
Metrics with Marketing Automation
One of the best ways to get an overview of much of this
data is by using Marketing Automation (see 5.1) software
to tell you specifically which content and platforms
are generating leads that convert, and what content is
performing with your existing database.
However data from individual platforms will still give you
important insights into organic and amplified content
performance, while Google Analytics (GA) is one of the
most important analytics tools for any content marketer.
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3.3 ANALYTICS, METRICS AND ROI
LEAD GENERATION METRICS

CONSUMPTION METRICS

How often do content consumers turn into leads and
what content, platforms or campaigns are driving
those leads?

What content is popular and who consumed it?
Analyse e-newsletters, social media and website
traffic analytics. Click-throughs, dwell times,
page views, bounce rate, video view numbers and
completion percentages all offer great insight and
will enable refined content delivery based on what
people are consuming the most.

Then use your marketing automation software
to follow that lead through the sales pipeline to
determine which content or sources are driving
sales or the highest returning leads – see more in
Marketing Automation 5.0.

It’s also important to marry consumption metrics
with lead generation metrics, to determine which
content is driving leads and which leads are
converting to sales.

SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT & SHARING METRICS

+ BROAD METRICS

Social engagement and sharing metrics are good
determinants of how well your content resonates
while also driving that content to new audiences.

Further to the specific, measurable metrics available
with digital marketing, broader content marketing
performance metrics can be analysed such as client
retention and loyalty / brand perception – both end
users and suppliers / publicity value / partnerships /
contra sponsorships and collaborations.

By understanding how often your content consumers
share (including that shared across dark social – see
UTM tags pg. 6) content with others, or comment
/ like etc you’re able to establish baselines for key
metrics such as ‘Engagement Rate’ to track over time.
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3.4 CONTENT CALENDAR
The development of a content and publishing calendar is
an integral component in creating a content marketing
strategy and should be completed towards the end of the
strategy and updated regularly.
Determine important events, dates and themes relevant
to both your target market and brand to ensure you are
publishing with relevance and timeliness.
A social media content calendar should also be
developed as part of a social media strategy, and based
on the audience analysis of those platforms and their
propensity to consume certain content.

Audiences on LinkedIn will likely be quite different to
those on Facebook and the content must reflect that or
engagement will suffer.
Consistent message delivery, such as an e-newsletter
every second Thursday at 2pm, or specific and regular
content themes will help increase engagement rates.
Reactive content creation around newsworthy or
trending topics is still necessary; however core content
should be well-planned and executed. It is far more time
consuming to create and publish ad-hoc rather than
having a clear content calendar.
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4.0

DIGITAL CONTENT
CONSIDERATIONS
4.1 WEBSITE CONTENT HUB
A categorised content hub on your website (or on a separate site entirely) intuitively delivering information
is the centrepiece for most content marketing strategies. As opposed to third party platforms such as social media,
the content and audience on your website is yours alone and you are more able to influence outcomes and drive
conversions.
Depending on the industry, content types and other factors, you may wish to implement content levels. You might offer
a set amount of ‘free’ articles each month before requiring users to sign in, provide an initial portion of an article before
sign in is required or gate specific content – such as the format for accessing this white paper.

While these methods can be excellent for driving leads,
an abundance of high quality free content should also be
made available to drive those conversions. Also consider
that anything gated can have SEO implications if Google,
Bing or other engines cannot crawl or index the content.
Ensure a suite of social sharing options are available on
every piece of content with social APIs and meta tags
controlling exactly what is seen on shared content.

the content and audience on your
website is yours alone and you are more
able to influence outcomes and drive
conversions.
Specific information on your website should be easy to
discover with a search box and clearly defined categories.
Website terms and conditions of use should be included
on the site to protect against any action taken by people
as a result of published content. Having users click to
accept T&Cs provides stronger protection than having
them buried in the site, however can be an additional
barrier to entry. A privacy policy is also required.
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4.2 SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION: SEO
While quality content based on your target market’s informational desires is the most important aspect of gaining
good search engine rankings, optimising your website and any created content with appropriately tagged and
structured content is a must, while ongoing monitoring, maintenance and optimisation is also recommended.

When building your content plan, keyword
research and competitor analysis is critical
to determine keyword search volume,
competiveness and relevance and should
form part of your content marketing strategy.

Site Speed and Function

A number of tools can be used for this,
including predictions in Google’s Search, the
Google Adwords Keyword Planner and paid
software such as Moz.

That means serving relevant, high quality
information. It also means serving it quickly
and seamlessly.

Then, when you upload your content, URLs and
parent-child content structure must be clearly
defined and discoverable – not only for search
engines, but for real people, which will in turn
drive dwell times, engagement and SEO.
All posts or pages should be tagged based on
keywords identified in your research but must
also reflect the content contained within the
page being optimised or you will face a high
bounce rate. Image alt tags, title tags, H-tags
and quality meta descriptions are a must.
Also ensure you submit an XML sitemap to
Google Search Console, set up a Google+
page along with Google My Business and get
some good online reviews.
Wherever possible, drive inbound links
from partners, associates, media and other
stakeholders. Unless these links are marked
“nofollow”, (and even when they are) search
engines see them as important ranking
signals which will help see your content rise.

Google and other search engines want people
to have the best possible experience when
they use their platform.

With mobile-based browsing now accounting
for over 50 per cent of all website traffic - and
forecast by Cisco in 2017 to be 75 per cent
by 2021 - having a mobile-optimised website
is just as much about providing a quality
customer experience as it is about
improving SEO.
Websites must be optimised for display on
tablets and mobile and load quickly and easily
– with Google’s mobile-first index rolling out in
2018. Further emphasising the importance of
mobile is Google’s 2016-launched Accelerated
Mobile Pages (AMP) Project which facilitates
stripped down, fast-loading versions of pages
for mobile.
While high quality content that is appropriately
tagged combines with inbound links, site
speed and cross device compatibility to
form the foundations for SEO, this is not
an exhaustive list. Google uses around 200
signals to determine rankings. Get in touch for
more info.
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4.3 SOCIAL MEDIA
While social media is a critical component of the content marketing matrix, you do not own the audiences or content
published on these platforms. You are at the mercy of their algorithms and they can change or implement them any
time they want – think Instagram! Resultantly, conversions to website traffic and data capture should be a core focus
of your social (and other) media.
There are many social media options to choose from. Facebook is a behemoth with excellent amplification targeting
but poor native reach, Instagram is a strong performer that uses Facebook data for targeting (where accounts are
connected) and Snapchat will continue to be embraced by brands in 2018. Pinterest is a worthy contender especially
if your target market has a female skew and Linkedin is an obvious choice if you’re in the B2B space. Google+, while a
ghost town, is important as it has positive SEO implications

Note that as people ‘Like’ or ‘Follow’ more channels, brands
and people, their news feeds are filling. Organic reach
for Facebook brand posts are now as low as 3 per cent,
although your Facebook Edgerank algorithm rating
(the quality and relevance of any piece of content and your
posts over time) will largely determine penetration.
Regardless, tactics must be employed to drive
consumption. Social influencers and industry
collaborations for audience cross-pollination should
be established and managed while engagement with
social groups and forums, along with paid amplification
will ensure your messages reach followers and new
audiences (see 4.4).
Social Media must be maintained and managed or it
can backfire. The creation of a social media strategy as part of a greater content strategy - is recommended.
Understand audiences and outline tone, voice, style,
content guidelines, influencers, hashtags, post frequency
and times, engagement and conversion KPIs along with
ROI measurement strategies.

Video is a huge growth area in social media and most
of the major platforms are actively encouraging direct
video uploads.
Facebook has made its videos ‘embeddable’ on other
sites in an attempt to tackle YouTube’s dominance and
uploading videos directly to Facebook provides greater
post reach than publishing a YouTube link.

Social influencers and industry
collaborations for audience crosspollination should be established and
managed while paid amplification will
ensure your messages reach followers
and new audiences.
However the Facebook autoplay feature can also
present skewed consumption metrics and analytics
should be deeply assessed for dwell time – as should
other platforms.
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4.4

CONTENT SEEDING, AMPLIFICATION AND NATIVE ADVERTISING

A vast amount of content is being published, meaning
unless you have a large pre-existing database or a
strategy and budget for seeding and amplifying your
content, it may struggle to cut through the clutter.
Fortunately (or unfortunately perhaps), a lot of content
being produced is commercial or salesy, badly written,
poorly researched, irrelevant or not targeted.

4.41

This provides an opportunity for the publisher of quality
content to shine and once your brand is defined as a
supplier of valuable information and/or entertainment
your content marketing efforts will snowball.
However getting to this revered position of authority usually
requires you set an amplification and seeding budget to
ensure you are reaching new and relevant audiences.

Paid Social Media 		
Amplification

The data collected by social media
companies has enabled hypertargeted message delivery. Whether
Facebook (or Facebook-owned
Instagram), Twitter or LinkedIn,
you can efficiently deliver your
message into the demographic and
psychographic of your choosing.
Facebook Ads Manager and Power
Editor offer far more powerful
targeting than that found in ‘Boost
Post’ and you are able to easily
segment and save audiences to
ensure messages resonate as well
as track conversions and access
detailed analytics.

4.42

Ensure you are using Facebook’s
full capacity of the advertising
tools on offer, such as lookalike
audiences of existing followers or

email subscribers, website visitor
retargeting, interest and location
targeting or any of the other
tools on offer.

Search Engine Marketing (SEM)

Probably best reserved for content and pages with high
conversion rates, SEM such as Google Adwords puts
your content solutions at the top of the box.

Targeting strategies should be deeply analysed and
keyword research and competitor analysis conducted
along with ongoing bid optimisation. Long-tail keywords
can help bring costs down and conversions up.
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4.43

 ocial Media vs Search Engines in the
S
Purchase Funnel

People browsing their social media feed are usually not
‘searching’ for anything specifically but browsing through
general information, news or entertainment relevant to their
interests.
Social media is “awareness” or “discovery” driven rather than
solutions driven.
Conversely, search engine users are looking for specific
information, knowledge or a solution to a problem. They
know what they want and are searching for it.
Resultantly, social media content sits higher in the
conversion funnel than content displayed in a search engine
results page (SERP) – either organically from good SEO or
as a result of search engine marketing (SEM).
Well-targeted SEO or SEM is less about awareness (although
it can still play that role) and more about providing a specific
solution. If you sell engine oil and someone is searching for
“how to change the oil in a 2014 Subaru Outback”, then clearly
they are “considering” purchasing the necessary materials (or
deciding it’s too hard and booking in with the mechanic).

4.44

Social Media
Content Delivery

Awareness
Consideration

Search Engine
Content Delivery
Search and Social

Purchase
Loyalty
Advocacy

By providing them with a simple step-by-step guide or
instructional video on changing their oil (and optimising
that content well) your message (and brand) will be more
immediately relevant to that person’s desires than social
media can ever be.
The same content optimised on social media to reach
local Subaru owners with interest targeting geared
towards DIY would still create traction, however those
people are less likely be in the consideration phase.
Of course, it is important to reach people in both phases,
however as always, the content and delivery mechanism
should be tailored to match - see Marketing Automation (5.0).

Native Advertising

With web banners often not functioning cross-device and
usually clicked upon by accident, combined with the boom
of web banner and pop up blockers that strip web pages
of commercial and often intrusive advertising, seeding
your content using native advertising is a solid strategy.

Controversial? Perhaps. Powerful? Absolutely.

Native ads integrate content seamlessly and with
contextual relevancy into the organic content in which
they are served, often to the point audiences don’t even
know it is advertising.

There has been some criticism of click-bait, spammy
content in native advertising however there is definitely a
business case for these tools.

Tools such as Outbrain and Taboola enable content to be
placed on major publisher websites under the ‘You might
also like’ or ‘Recommended for you’ sections.
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4.45

Communities

The web is a hive of digital communities, forums and groups who congregate
around mutual interests. If your brand specialises in unicycle ball bearings
or other niche industry, you can bet there are communities dedicated to it –
whether on Reddit, Facebook, LinkedIn or independent forums. In fact usually, the
more niche an industry the greater the passion of its community.
Communities present an excellent opportunity to directly engage with your target
market, however beware; spam the groups with commercial or salesy information
and you will likely do more harm than good.
Rarely there is a case to ‘Seed by Stealth’: using an alias and pretending to be an
advocate. While this may occasionally serve a purpose, generally KM does not
recommend it as it’s usually transparent and will lead to lost credibility.
Better to offer full disclosure and then add value to the community by engaging
in discussion threads, presenting solutions to problems and asking thought-provoking questions.

4.46

Influencers and Outreach

By identifying and connecting with influencers in your
market, you can build mutually beneficial relationships
with them.
Some influencers have hundreds of thousands of social
media followers and may charge a flat fee for a single
post. Other may be willing to engage in a sponsorship or
agree to simply cross pollinate audiences. The influencers
must be a natural fit for your brand. They and their
audience should hold similar values and beliefs
as your brand positioning.

There are a number of influencer agencies offering their
services, however generally, building relationships directly
with those in your market is a better strategy, if more
time consuming.
Furthermore, identifying influential blogs and offering them
your content (otherwise known as PR) with an agreed
credit and link-back will further drive your brand. This can
also drive your website authority with search engines
(SEO), however it can cause duplicate content issues and it
depends on how the content is placed and tagged.
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4.5 VIDEO
Video is a key pillar of any content marketing strategy. It
is easily consumable and performs well on all platforms,
whether in blogs on social media or discoverability in search.
It is forecast by Cisco to account for 69 per cent of all
consumer internet traffic by 2017 (not including file
sharing / P2P networks). Video’s popularity is evident
in YouTube’s one billion unique visitors each month,
watching over six billion hours of video.
Furthermore Facebook and other social platforms have
pushed heavily into video, with Facebook videos now
embeddable in other sites and receiving greater native
reach than other post types.

4.51

Like any content, video must be relevant to its intended
audience, delivering a solution or fulfilling a desire;
informing, educating or entertaining.
Video, indeed all content, should be concise. Make a
statement and cut to the chase. Less is more.

Video sharing websites

YouTube makes things very easy to publish and
has good SEO implications because it is owned by
Google. Content uploaded to YouTube is also easily
discovered, shared and embedded on other sites.
It is also recommended video is uploaded directly to

4.52

From a content marketer’s perspective, these are exciting
numbers. However, there is also an ocean of competition
out there – 100 hours of video is uploaded to YouTube
every minute.

Facebook and other social media channels where
possible. A good conversion strategy is to offer a
video snippet on social media, with the full video and
an accompanied article available on your website.

Self hosted video

While self-hosted videos offer less discoverability it
will help ensure videos are consumed on your website,
helping to drive dwell times and conversions.

4.53

Publish far and wide

Having your video content available on multiple platforms
will help its discovery and consumption. Consider
uploading directly to your own platform and drive that
through your EDMs, apps, e-zines etc, and also upload the
same content to YouTube and social channels.
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4.6 E-NEWSLETTERS
E-newsletters (EDMs) are one of the most powerful
channels for driving your content assets. The key
is quality, relevant content as your audience
receives more messages each day than they
can consume.

relevant to your market’s informational needs and your
open rates will skyrocket, taking web and social
traffic, SEO, conversions and good old word of
mouth with it.
Segment

Serve poor quality content or bombard your
subscribers with sales messages and it won’t
be long before they are automatically deleting
your emails or unsubscribing.
What’s more, one poor EDM can dramatically affect open
rates for future EDMs. Serve content that is timely and

It is difficult to create content for everyone
all at once, meaning databases should be
segmented and specific emails and content sent
to specific segments (see 4.9). Ideally, specific actions
or engagement levels will then trigger further tailored
messages using Marketing Automation (see 5.0).

4.7 FORUMS
Another great way to engage your audience, build
communities and drive user-generated content is by
establishing a forum with different groups.
For example:
✔ Product info, feedback and discussions where
people can post different experiences, advice
or insight they have had with various products,
services or otherwise.

✔ F
 ree posting and advertising for members in a
range of categories.
✔ A
 job network enabling employers and
employees to connect. This has the ability to
drive revenue through advertising.

Like social media, forums must be monitored and
moderated.
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4.8 CONTENT APP / HTML5 E-ZINE
Australians own 12 million tablets according to September 2017 iab Australia research
– 8.4 million on iOS and 3.6 million Android. While tablet sales have slowed in recent
years due to the devices lasting longer than smartphones and the increase in phablets
(large smartphones acting as both a phone and tablet), Aussies still love their tablets.
Kudos Media recommend brands republish catalogues or print magazines into digital
formats – either as a HTML5 (web-based) e-zine or as a downloadable App. Audience
Analysis (3.2) will help establish the ideal publishing mechanism.

4.81

App or e-zine Considerations

✔✔ iOS users are much more likely to use their

device to make an in-app purchase (or purchase
an app) than Android users.
✔✔ Tablet media consumption is app-driven more
than mobile browser driven.
✔✔ Due to Android being open source software
and with so many screen sizes, it is difficult
to publish ‘rich’ interactive content apps that
display consistently cross-device.
✔✔ Apps do not contribute to SEO. HTML5 e-zines ‘can’,
depending on the setup.
There are a number of programs such as Adobe
Digital Publishing Suite or Oomph that can take print
publications already created using InDesign and
output content-rich digital publications.

BOOK ONLINE

Ecommerce integration into apps means customers
can read a review, watch a related video and click
to purchase, all within the confines of an App or
HTML5 e-zine.
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4.9 SEGMENTING AUDIENCES AND CONTENT
Ensuring your message resonates with audiences is one of the most
important factors in any type of storytelling.
However it is difficult to create content for everyone all at once.
Broad brush strokes will struggle to cut through and audience
segmentation and tailored delivery should be used. Content must be
delivered with pinpoint accuracy to ensure it resonates.
For brands with multiple audience verticals as a result of different
offerings or product lines, content should be segmented at least in
e-newsletters and social media. Thankfully, Marketing Automation (see
more in 5.0) software makes that process easier than ever.
The advanced insights of that software and its incredibly powerful segmentation
and targeting tools, combined with insights you’ve gleaned from Audience
Analysis (3.2) will enable you to serve and automatically personalised content,
driving engagement, conversions and sales.
Social Media Segmentation
Content delivery on social media should always be
segmented across networks. LinkedIn followers are likely
interested in different information than your Facebook
followers.
While there will be crossover on some posts that are
relevant to multiple platforms, generally the wording of
those posts should employ a different tone and style,
along with available tools on the social channel – such
as hashtags.
Segmenting within social networks is also
recommended. Facebook’s post targeting option (for
pages over 5,000 followers – or if manually switched
on in settings) allows post targeting to specific follower
segments, ensuring someone in Queensland does not
receive a message only relevant to Victorians.

LinkedIn segmentation can be performed by companies
using ‘Targeted Company Update’ as long as the selected
target has at least 100 followers. Twitter posts cannot be
segmented, however Twitter Lists can be used to build
hyper-relevant segmented content streams.
Segmenting your social media posts will drive brand
relevance and increase your content penetration along
with (or because of) people’s increased propensity to
click when your content appears in their feeds.
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5.0

MARKETING
AUTOMATION
Marketing automation software enables concise and
automatic delivery of relevant, targeted and personal
communications to the right prospects or customers
at the right time, to drive conversions, sales, repeat
business and advocacy.
By using cookies to track the behaviour of your database
across your communication channels - including
websites, e-newsletters and social media - you can
configure specific content consumption or actions
to trigger the delivery of specific communications to
specific people. When those people are suitably engaged,
automations can be triggered to pass that lead onto
sales or service to reach out and close the loop.
All prospect communications engagement is measured
and assigned to contacts in your existing CRM (customer
relationship management) platform - or you can use the
marketing automation platform’s proprietary CRM - allowing
for further segmentation and tailored communications,
nurturing a prospect through the sales funnel.

This whole process serves to align
sales and marketing teams so they are
working together in harmony.
This data also feeds important information to the sales
team around which prospects are the most engaged
- known as lead scoring - and ensures maximum
productivity. This whole process serves to align sales
and marketing teams so they are working together
in harmony. Sales will have a clear understanding of
individual prospect’s informational desires and buyer
journeys while marketing will have deep insight into
the campaigns and tactics that are producing the most
qualified leads (see ROI - 3.3 and 5.1).

Kudos Media’s official marketing automation
partner, SharpSpring uses IP addresses to
determine which companies are viewing your
website and suggests which people at those
companies (along with their contact details) the
views are most likely to be - an incredibly powerful
tool for new business sales. It also triggers
automations based on social media engagements.
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5.1 QUANTIFYING ROI WITH MARKETING AUTOMATION
By tracking every movement a client takes on your
communications - from the initial moment of data
capture through to a sale and beyond - you can more
easily quantify the ROI of your marketing and modify that
which is missing its mark.
For example, Facebook paid campaigns might be giving
you excellent engagement levels, traffic and even leads,
however what are the quality of those leads? And when
they do convert to sales, what is their average spend?
By using the tracking tools available in marketing
automation software, you might find that the CPA
(cost per acquisition) of leads generated through paid
Linkedin campaigns, or SEM (search engine marketing)
campaigns is higher but that their conversion rate and/
or average sales price and/or margin is far higher than
Facebook, or it might be the other way around.
With the granular data available through marketing
automation platform reports, as they track people from
the top of the funnel through to purchase and advocacy,
every marketing dollar you spend will be quantifiable,
while both sales and marketing teams will be accountable
for their performance against benchmark metrics.

Just as a real estate salesperson talking to a
lukewarm prospective buyer who is interested in
property on the beach wouldn’t try and sell the
prospect a house 10km inland, neither should your
communications.
Instead, deliver them everything they need to know
about beach living in that suburb: recent sales in
that area, outline the community, the surf breaks,
the transport and the sporting clubs. Reaffirm their
beliefs. Meet them where and when they want.
And once they show enough interest, marketing
automation taps you on the shoulder and says “hey,
we’ve got a live one on the line”.
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5.2 THE CHANGING BUYER JOURNEY
THE NEW WAY

THE OLD WAY
AWARENESS TO INTEREST:
40% MARKETING
• Branding focus

AWARENESS

(SOCIAL / PR / NATIVE)

• Shotgun approach
• Difficult to measure ROI
CONSIDERATION TO ADVOCACY:
60% SALES
• Hunting in the dark based on instinct alone

INTEREST

(LEAD MAGNET)

AWARENESS TO INTENT:
80% MARKETING
• Provide interesting content and
information
• Generate leads through gated info
• Track and monitor lead engagement
• Tailor further content based on interests

CONSIDERATION
(SEO / SEM / EMAIL)

• Notify sales of priority leads

• Revenue forecast challenges
• Performance measurement based on output

INTENT
EVALUATION, PURCHASE: 20% SALES

EVALUATION

PURCHASE
LOYALTY AND
ADVOCACY

It used to be widely accepted that the purchase funnel
or buyer journey was 60 per cent marketing and 40 per
cent sales. That is, marketing would warm up a prospect
enough for them to make an enquiry, at which point
the sales team would take over and provide a personal
service, detailed information, and ultimately close the sale.
However, in the information age, the internet has enabled
customers to become more knowledgeable than ever.
Search “Changing Buyer Journeys” and you will see a lot
of discussion around statements by Sirius Decisions way
back in 2012 or Forresters more recently stating that the
modern prospect only reaches out to a salesperson when
they have done so much research that their decision is
roughly 70 to 90 per cent made.

• Reaffirm and close
• Upsell, cross-sell
LOYALTY AND ADVOCACY: BOTH SALES
& MARKETING
• Further relevant content delivery
• Referral & lead generation

Clearly these are broad statements and these figures will
vary depending on your industry, your product or service,
and the individual prospect. However what is undeniable
is that people are doing more and more research online,
and it’s increasing.
By intuitively providing the fuel for that research through
automated content marketing you’re fostering a far
better buying experience. What’s more, you’re providing
your sales reps with permission and ammunition to
connect with prospects earlier than your competition.
That’s a huge advantage. If prospects are reaching out to
salespeople later in their buying cycle, having permission
to engage them before your competitors will leave you
light years ahead.
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6.0

PRINT CONTENT
6.1 CUSTOM PUBLICATION
Print is a long-term content marketing medium
that can significantly increases a brand’s
presence and trust in the marketplace. In a digital
ADHD era, print can help overcome people’s
content blindness. However reaching people can
present challenges.
A 2011/12 McNair Ingenuity Research report into
custom magazines found that:
✔✔ 74% of people read their magazine
immediately upon its arrival.
✔✔ 88% of people read their magazine up to
5 times for an average of 40 minutes each.
✔✔ Nearly 80% recommended their magazine to
a friend or colleague.
✔✔ An average of 2.3 people read the magazine.
B2B magazines perform above average.
✔✔ A custom magazine creates a deep
association of trust with the brand.
✔✔ 54% of respondents visited the brand’s
website as a result of the magazine.
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6.2 NEWSLETTER & CATALOGUE
		INTEGRATION
Printed newsletters and catalogues should be
aligned with and drive custom publications.
Selected content snippets or references can
be integrated with featured products, brands
or services to drive the magazine and leverage
content. Digital catalogues and newsletters are
also recommended (see E-news 4.6 and Apps 4.8).

6.3 PRINT METRICS AND ROI
Print ROI is harder to track than digital. Ideally, Audience
Analysis (see 3.2) should be conducted prior to launch
and then again annually. The following metrics
should be included as part of ROI and constantly
measured where possible:
Leads / Sales / Conversions / Revenue / Retention /
Data collection / Loyalty / Brand perception – end user
and suppliers / Average life time value of a customer /
Ongoing engagement over time.
Other ROI comes from contra sponsorships (in exchange
for publicity) and collaboration with events, teams and
industry stakeholders.
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7.0

OFFSETTING COSTS
WITH ADVERTISING
With the production of quality, independent content
come audiences. And with audiences come third parties
wishing to communicate with those audiences. They
may be suppliers, stockists or other non-competing
brands which have a similar target market as yours.
While there is irony in allocating your marketing spend to
content marketing over traditional advertising, and then
offering traditional advertising to third parties, it still has
a place in the marketing mix.

Furthermore, your content marketing arm can also produce
and charge for native advertising for those third parties.
Revenue from advertising can offset some
(or potentially all in some rare cases) of the entire
production cost of your content marketing, branded
content or custom magazines. However it may
dilute the power of your content offering and present
some challenges with company stakeholders which
must be considered.

8.0

LEGAL
CONSIDERATIONS
With the production of quality, independent content
come audiences. And with audiences come third
parties wishing to communicate with them. They may
be suppliers, stockists or other non-competing brands
which have a similar target market as yours.
While there is irony in allocating your marketing spend to
content marketing over traditional advertising, and then
offering traditional advertising to third parties, it still has
a place in the marketing mix, especially when you are a
retailer that already deals with numerous brands.
Furthermore, your content marketing arm can also
produce and charge for native advertising and content
production for those third parties.
Revenue from advertising can offset some (or potentially
all in some rare cases) of the entire production cost of
your content marketing. However it may dilute the power
of your content offering and present some challenges
with company stakeholders which must be considered.

The advice within this paper, including
legal advice, is general and should not be
used as a reason to do or not do anything.
Legal and tailored marketing advice for
your business should be sought before
taking any action.
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8.1 INDEPENDENT REVIEWS
When pursuing product or service reviews as a
publishing strategy, in which criticism of products,
services, features or companies may be necessary, the
strongest protection against legal action or unhappy
suppliers is to have the content signed off by the
brand(s) in question.
However brands are unlikely to sign off on anything other
than a glowing reference and advertorials do not make
for interesting content.

Your audience is a critical asset and loss of credibility will
see consumption suffer. However suppliers and other
industry stakeholders are equally important meaning this
is a challenging path to take and one that needs deep
consideration.
Regardless of your content strategy, insurance that
protects you from the various publishing legal pitfalls is
recommended.

8.2 FORUMS AND 		
SOCIAL MEDIA
Forums and social media
contributed to by the public can
be a grey area for defamation
and injurious falsehood litigation.
A detailed terms and conditions
page along with user signup and
identity process will help minimise
risk and there is some protection for
publishers who are merely supplying a
platform for the public to communicate on.
However if comments are manually approved by
moderators or requests to remove content ignored
then liability may increase.
How any forum is managed and implemented would
influence further recommendations here.
Get in touch for more info.
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9.0

SELLING IT
TO THE BOSS
So you’d like to ramp up or refine your content marketing and are planning a topline presentation to gain support at your
next meeting. Here are some considerations:
Firstly, you need a strategy, both for your meeting and then for the content marketing itself. Go to the boss with key
goals around increasing lead generation and conversion rates. Management will want to know how their investment will
increase sales and how they will measure that.
By presenting the information within this white paper - especially that around strategy, ROI and marketing automation you will have a solid business case.
Secondly, know that unless you have a solid existing database or social media following, your content will require a
good distribution strategy which should include an amplification budget of around 10 or 20 per cent of your content
creation budget.
While you will still see benefit from organic growth and SEO without it, amplification can easily double or triple your
organic audience for only a small extra spend. It’s a no brainer.
And once created, your content will continue to drive engagement and associated conversions for potentially years to
come, or longer, in the case of ‘evergreen content’.
Who will manage it?
There is a case for both managing your content
marketing in-house and using an agency. If you choose
for the in-house option, we recommend whoever
manages it does not reside within the existing marketing
team.
Marketers will often find it difficult to distance
themselves from the commercial imperatives of the
product or service they are marketing and messaging
risks becoming more feature based rather than audience
focused, which will see engagement suffer.
Your content marketing foundations should be great
story-telling for the customer, not great story-telling
about the brand.

amplification can easily double or
triple your organic audience for only
a small extra spend. It’s a no brainer.

An agency will tap into those commercial imperatives
without becoming overly attached to them. Agencies
also have the benefit of deep existing resources such as
SEO, social media and marketing automation specialists,
journalists, editors, designers, developers and a strong
understanding of content marketing from a long history
of developing and implementing strategies – which they
should be able to convey with proven results.
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9.1 EXAMPLES OF RESULTS
The more immediate results you can expect from your content marketing will largely depend on the goals you set in
the strategy development phase and the budget you allocate to content creation and distribution – as well as your
starting point. Here are some examples:

Large new audiences across
multiple markets.
Pro Choice Safety Gear is a leading
Australian manufacturer and
wholesaler of Australian safety
equipment, employing a full suite of
Kudos Media’s content marketing
solutions; from videos and white
papers to social and e-newsletters.
Education and thought leadership
have been primary drivers of their
content marketing, sparking popular
discussions in online communities and
leading to increased brand authority
across three separate target markets.

Results in the three years since their
new content marketing website was
launched have seen a consistent
growth in lead generation along
with e-newsletter and social media
engagement. In fact they were just
nominated as having one of the best
health and safety blogs… in the world.
Organic search traffic to their new
website has also boomed and is
a larger driver of new audiences,
while content is also distributed and
picked up as PR in much of the trade
media communicating with similar
audiences.

WHAT THE CLIENT SAYS:
Kudos Media has been consulting on and managing multiple digital marketing elements and strategies for
Pro Safety Gear with impressive proficiency. Their knowledge is extensive and execution razor sharp.
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9.1 EXAMPLES OF RESULTS

Lead Generation
Manufacturer and wholesaler of
hydration and heat stress solutions
to large mining and construction
corporations, THORZT has
embraced the ‘authoritative source’
content marketing model.

They are experiencing downloads
and associated lead generation
of gated whitepapers - at times in
greater numbers than their sales
team are able to follow up on - as
well as increased organic search
traffic and overall communications
engagement.

WHAT THE CLIENT SAYS:
Through high quality content and digital distribution strategies, Kudos Media successfully drive strong
engagement, positive industry attention and relevant leads for THORZT.

Increased web traffic from
better SEO
After performing foundation
search engine optimisation (SEO)
for Harbour City Ferries’ existing
content marketing platform
Beyond The Wharf, Kudos Media:

Harbour City Ferries engaged Kudos Media
to manage search engine optimisation on our
content marketing platform Beyond The Wharf
and have seen outstanding results.

•

Increased organic search
traffic by 300%

•

Increased goal conversions
by 450%

•

Reduced organic search
bounce rate by 60%
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10.0

SUMMARY

Brands are increasingly becoming their target
market’s content consumption journey, rather than
paying a third party to interrupt it.

As digital media consumption continues to grow, spurred
on by increasingly faster broadband and mobile internet,
interruptive advertising is becoming less effective.
This is being driven by the rise of social and on-demand
media such as Netflix and Facebook and the decreased
consumption of traditional media, combined with the
boom of web banner and popup blockers.
Resultantly, brands are increasingly becoming their
target market’s content consumption journey, rather
than paying a third party to interrupt it. At its core, this is
content marketing and it is a powerful tool for building a
brand’s presence and enhancing its reputation.

However there is a large amount of poor quality or
‘salesy’ content being published and for your content
to rise it is important to produce high quality, welltargeted information that delivers solutions to the
burning needs of your target market, tailored to the
platforms they are using. This is why journalists make
such great content marketers.
While some strategic content seeding, amplification
and collaboration may be required to drive
consumption, with the right content marketing
strategy your brand’s reputation and recognition
will shine, driving data capture, enquiries
and most importantly, revenue.
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11.0

ABOUT
KUDOS MEDIA
Kudos Media is a full service content marketing
agency. We craft powerful narratives, create and
manage communication platforms and nurture leads
with marketing automation.
With vast knowledge, experience, contacts and a deep
understanding of digital trends, KM has the resources
to propel your content and digital marketing to the
next level.
For more information, please get in touch.
0466 276 667 | content@kudosmedia.com.au
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